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How to Make $100K Out of College is a book that will teach you the insider secrets of how to make

a six-figure income within a few years out of college FOR THOSE WILLING TO PUT IN THE

WORK! This book takes the collective experience from multiple individuals working on Wall Street

and some of the biggest companies in the world â€“ ultimately leading them to making $100,000 at

an early age â€“ and weâ€™ll teach you how to get those same results. Some of the steps you learn

may seem different from what you have heard from teachers, parents, and peers â€“ in fact, they

may be the exact OPPOSITE of what you have learned up to this point in your life. But hereâ€™s

reality â€“ the advice given in this book is directly from the mouths of people WHO ARE ACTUALLY

MAKING OVER $100,000â€¦. and they all accomplished that goal at a young age. We didnâ€™t hold

anything back in this book. We gave you everything, including entire interviews from many people in

all types of industries and backgrounds so you can pick and choose what lessons will best serve

you.
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Kevin Quinlan is an author, consultant, speaker, and serial entrepreneur, with more than a decade

of experience across the retail, consulting and education industries. Kevin holds a bachelorâ€™s

degree of Business Administration from James Madison University and a masterâ€™s degree in

Career & Technical Education from Temple University. After graduating, Kevin went into

management consulting where he led initiatives with government agencies, including The United



States Aid for International Development and the State Department. He started his first business in

2012, where he was a subject matter expert on alumni career paths & directly responsible for an

elite consulting firmâ€™s business development with Fortune 500 companies. He is also the

Co-founder and President of the National Youth Mentor Academy, an organization that teaches

students how to get into college, pay for college and create a career of passion out of college. Since

launching the business, he has helped over 900 students with his programs. In 2016, he wrote his

first book, How to Make $100K Out of College, which won the award of  #1 New Release and hit the

best seller list in three separate categories. In addition to his business endeavors he is also very

active in his community, volunteering as a wish granter with the Make-A-Wish Foundation. In his

free time, Kevin enjoys travel and golf Wes Rowlands is a recognized and successful author,

businessman, speaker and entrepreneur. While earning his finance degree at Drexel University in

Philadelphia, Wes held 10 internships with top financial institutions, including working on the floor of

the stock exchange. This experience ultimately lead him to his dream career on Wall Street. After

spending 11 years gaining industry experience, Wes decided to follow his passion and co-founded a

company that helps families with college- and high school-age children plan for college and their

careers. In addition to running the company as CEO, Wes spends a portion of his time speaking to

schools and institutions on topics such as leadership, career development, and finance. Delivering

lectures to thousands of students, parents, teachers and executives, Wes has presented across the

country, focusing on his passion of teaching students how to avoid the two biggest problems facing

their generation today â€” student loan debt & no job! Wes is on a mission to help one student at a

time to take responsibility and graduate into a successful future.

Reasons why this book is great - simple, straight forward, clear, organized, and engaging. This is no

"power of intention" or "get rich quick" book. The authors are honest about the hard work and

dedication it takes to reach your financial goals, but lay out the process in a way that's approachable

and achievable. What I love is that the authors aren't just using their own anecdotal experiences, it's

obvious they put in the hard work of researching and interviewing others, so you (or your child, or

your students) don't have to. No matter what your financial goals, this is an excellent framework for

how to approach your career in general.

How to Make $100k Out of College is an excellent book for any high school, college student, or

recent college graduate that wants to take control of their career path and immediately begin

working towards a rewarding work experience. Kevin & Wes do a great job breaking down the steps



any student can (and should!) take in order to find professional success. The book is written in a fun

and engaging manner which makes this book an enjoyable read. Not only do Kevin & Wes draw

from their own experiences, but I love how they included interviews from other successful

professionals that have "walked the walk".

This book was excellent! The book is written in a conversational format providing some great key

takeaways, the way it's organized really helps to lay out the groundwork that I need to be successful

in my career. The authors do a great job of creating an easy road map for students and

professionals with the motivation and drive to be successful. Working in higher ed, I can say this is

something curriculum is often lacking as far as giving students a step-by-step guidebook to reach

their career goals. I'll definitely be sharing this with some of the faculty around campus. It provides

key tactics for students get a jump start on what steps to follow in order to avoid being stuck with

loans forever. I especially enjoyed reading about the importance of building relationships and finding

a mentor - and found the concept of filling your "mental blind spot" to be eye opening. An easy and

informative read, would highly recommend.

Must read for any college student, recent college grad, or young professional looking to build a long

term career path. It gives simple guides and tips throughout the book that makes you think of your

career in a different way and also helps you start planning for it in small steps prior to graduating.

For the young professionals looking to switch professions or figure out how to climb the corporate

ladder, it has great interviews for real life experiences and how to get through those hurdles for

raises and promotions. Highly recommended!

How to Make $100k Out of College is a great resource to open your mind and view different paths

which led to ultimate success. The interviews in the book were great and I recommend reading and

re-reading it to pick up the gems of knowledge from within!

If you want a quick way to 100k, play the lottery. That's really a terrible idea don't do that, you'll most

likely only lose your money. This book is about hard work, dedication to a passion, a great work

ethic and attitudeand it shows with the way it was written and that is also what it teaches. The steps

necessary to succeed in many career paths are outlined in real world scenarios. This is a great read

for any student, recent graduate, professional feeling stuck in a current role or position, or even

anyone who already may be making great money.



This was an easy read that gave excellent advice. As a 30 year old I can still use some of this

information moving forward. I wish this would have been around when I was graduating college!

When I first saw this, I thought it was going to be pretty hard to follow, but I was completely wrong

thankfully. Unlike some other books I've read on this subject, these guys don't just talk a big game

and add in a bunch of useless filler information. They cut straight to the heart of the matter on how

to be successful and lead you through the process with no detail left out. After reading this, I'm

much more confident about reaching my goal of 100K! I will definitely be recommending this to all of

my friends.
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